The Worst Railway Smash in the History of New South Wales

Pictures of the Disaster at Murulla Siding on Monday Night, when a String of Runaway Trucks Crashed Into the Moree Mail Train.

All that remained of the second class carriage in which most of the deaths occurred.

A general view of the wreckage, looking towards the front of the passenger train.

This picture shows how the first coaches escaped with minor damage, leaving out the theory that trucks were bound over it and fell on the carriage behind.

Showing the rear of the engine buried in a mass of wreckage.

The sleeping car which was thrown on to its side, and the occupants of which escaped with minor injuries.

At the Sydney Central Station—The first of the survivors to reach the metropolis.

A family which reached Sydney after the accident. The little girl with the upturned hat is just in spite of the smash.